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Jeganathan Ramachandram, Malaysia
Entitled: ‘Blogger’ 2009
Acrylic on canvas
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EvERy yEaR, sincE 1985, an asian-widE 
aRt ExhiBition, callEd thE asian 
intERnational aRt ExhiBition, BEttER 
known By its acRonyM, aiaE is hEld By 
Rotation at vaRious asian countRiEs. 
aRtists fRoM Japan, south koREa and 
taiwan initially staRtEd thE aiaE; it now 
also includEs woRks fRoM tEn othER 
asian countRiEs, including this yEaR’s 
host, Malaysia. thE aiaE is sEEn as a 
BaRoMEtER of thE dEvElopMEnt and 
changEs in aRt in asia, and has BEcoME a 
showcasE foR nEw woRks, in a vaRiEty of 
aRt MEdia. it is also quotEd as a souRcE 
foR nEtwoRking aMong aRtists and it 
is an avEnuE foR cultuRal ExchangEs 
BEtwEEn thE paRticipating countRiEs. 

choong kam kow, Malaysia
Entitled: fit for life-taiji
Acrylic on canvas

shi Jianguo, china  
Entitled: sisters  
Ink wash on paper 



the countries’ exhibits are accompanied by 
pamphlets that make official commentaries on 
the state of their art. several commentaries touch 
on globalisation and the impact that borderless 
information are having on contemporary asian art, 
resulting in concerns about native cultural identity. 
the title of this year’s exhibition seems almost 
inevitable: “asia @ asia: Manifesting diversity”, 
seems obvious in an exhibition of this sort. it 
needs to be said that similar debate pervades in 
architecture, and in literary critiques. it seems a 
psychological necessity, to have a bulwark against 
the pervasive western dominance in all kinds 
of media, particularly, as said so many times in 
artistic commentaries, the need to assert an asian 
alternative in whatever nuances that can be found  
in the field of art. 

through the support of officialdom, the support 
to display a collection of diversified art works is 
institutionalised, which could be a good thing,  
in that the public can come to the exhibition and 
have an aesthetic exchange with works from several 
places in asia. there is however a drawback in 
institutionalising artistic exchange in that a narrow 
band of art qualifies to be selected in view of the 
required decorum and the need to avoid controversy. 
what is striking about the works is that they are 
overtly apolitical (except those from the philippines) 
and on the main, visually pleasing. so, there is the 
underlying question whether the works selected 
are cutting edge works from the various countries 
– in other words, whether these works test the 
boundaries in their own countries.

taking away these issues, what remains to be 
expressed are forms and techniques. Being already 
selected and curated in the various countries, the 
techniques are of a high order and often, the mastery 
of the techniques are admired. it would be simplistic 
to try to generalise the exhibits, as even those that 
are offered by each country are diverse in technique, 
form and attitude. to know each work of art is really 
having to know the artists as individuals, who are 
somewhat submerged by the other works around her, 
as each artist is represented by just one art piece. 
among the countless number of artists in each 
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Ma. victoria ‘ambie’ abarto, philippines
Entitled: the looker
Mixed Media and painting woodcut

country the criteria for selection would be an 
interesting one. Even the artists selected are a mixed 
bag: taiwanese artists, for example are represented 
by artists who are self-taught as well as those who 
hold post-graduate qualifications in fine arts from 
american institutions. it is similar for hong kong 
representatives, two of whom hold doctorate 
degrees among several who are self-taught. 
curiously, four of the hong kong representative 

artists hold postgraduate degrees from a university 
in australia (RMit). indicative of the structure and 
expectation of their societies, nearly all of korean 
and Japanese artists are formally trained in art 
schools, and many also hold postgraduate degrees. 
Japanese academic expectations seem the highest 
as most of the artists are professors at various art 
institutions.
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liu Jun, china
Entilted: peking opera Blues
Digital image on canvas 

tian ye, china
Entitled: scenery series 3 - tianamen square
Oil and Propylene on canvas
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thai, indonesian and filipino artists seem to be 
undergoing a similar stage of change, seemingly 
propelled by a search for cultural identity. there are 
suggestions that there are plenty of cross-references 
between artists across the Malay archipelago 
(indonesia, the philippines and Malaysia) and 
thailand as similar works are popping up in these 
countries, not all of which are exhibited here. 

Being further away from the main asian landmass, 
the filipino art works seems more layered in 
meaning, and in depth, relative to the other exhibits. 
it is interesting to note that among the ten artists 
representing the philippines, two are architectural 
graduates, another is a major in advertising and 
yet, another is a major in interior design. from the 
curated works, it appears that artistic pursuit in the 
philippines is more of practice, with little academic 
posturing; but instead filled with rich narratives. from 
this disparate group of artists, there is a strong sense 
that art in the philippines may be reaching a tipping 
point, which could result in a paradigm shift. 

vietnamese representation is another interesting 
case in another point, in that all the artists 
represented graduated from hanoi, most from 
hanoi fine art university. it is difficult to say that 
the works are representative of vietnamese art. it 
possibly reflects the control structure of the society, 
but there is a sense that the artists in general are on a 
learning curve, particularly towards finding a cultural 
identity in confidence, although without doubt, the 
talents are quite apparent. 

Based on the works displayed in the aiaE, volumes 
could be written. however, the visual arts need to be 
seen to experience the narratives that come with the 
art, with each work carrying a long narrative about 
individual journeys. however, what is useful about 
events such as the aiaE is to experience the overall 
humanity of humankind and none better reflected 
than individual works of art, for each work is an 
investment of individual human soul, often too  
rich to be put into mere words. 

when pictured overall, there is a sense that the 
asian spirit is somewhat different from the west 
although contemporary asian art owes much of its 
techniques to western innovations. the discourse 
on globalisation echoes the concern over the 
homogenisation of artistic techniques, as most 
new media emanates from the west. however, 
each country has a different social-cultural context, 
which is often unquantifiable, and beyond the visual 
appearance of things there is always the underlying 
background that we cannot escape. art must always 
be a struggle, without which there can be no art, and 
the struggle must be contextualised by the artists’ 
background, for otherwise the works of art become 
quite meaningless. O
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when gathered together, Malaysian, singaporean 
and Macau art works have a generic cross-cultural 
feel, due perhaps to the socio-cultural history of 
these countries. the singaporean and Macau art 
pieces are inclined toward sinicism, whereas the 
Malaysian works have a strong ethnic accent among 
the different ethnic groups in several instances – 
there is a sense that the strength in Malaysian art lies 
in the strength of its diversity. art training in these 
countries are equally diversified and artists come 
from diverse background, severa l of whom have 
spent considerable number of years abroad, while 
others are completely home-grown. it is impossible 
to provide a single narrative to this gathering of 
artists, as, quite apparently from the works, their 
individual journeys must have been eventful.
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kim soo Ja, korea
Entitled: diary – Existence 7
Mixed media

han, Man young, korea
Entitled:Reproduction of time – Matisse.v.M1
Acrylic in box and object in collage

simon lee, singapore
Entitled: next step
Acrylic on canvas


